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COLOR  
YOUR  
WORLD!

VIBRANT COLOR COMPLEX™
Keep Color Fadage at Bay

COLOR REFRESH
Strategic Spring Sampling

WANDERLUST
Spring/Summer Trend Release



"Education is the key to dream fulfillment. It motivates us to do better,  
inspires us to learn more, and provides us a foundation for achieving greatness."
 
– DON BEWLEY, Eufora Co-Founder



HONORING  
PASSION
A LEGACY OF DEDICATION TO THE SALON PROFESSIONAL

It is my great privilege to announce the launch of the Don Bewley  
Memorial Scholarship Fund.

Don enjoyed a very successful career and always credited his personal success in  
the industry to education and mentorship he was fortunate to have experienced;  
so much so that Eufora was built first on a foundation of providing real, truly valuable 
education for stylists, owners and all salon professionals.

Anyone who knew Don understood his deep and unwavering passion for learning  
and sharing knowledge with his peers.  Helping people grow and achieve their 
dreams gave him great joy. It was his life’s dream to create a company dedicated  
to the advancement of the industry and to nurturing the success of every  
salon professional.

In keeping Don’s passion for education at the heart of Eufora as we grow,  
and in the spirit of his commitment to serve, I am very proud to offer current and 
future salon professionals an opportunity to cultivate their craft, learn and grow 
through the new Don Bewley Memorial Scholarship Fund.   
 
The Scholarship Fund will feature Dual Award Paths, providing financial assistance to 
deserving students just starting their journey in cosmetology school, as well as Eufora 
salon professionals seeking advanced education to help them master their craft.   

For details and to learn how to apply please visit pro.eufora.net/bewleyscholarship

Very Truly Yours,

Beth Bewley, CEO 
Eufora Co-Founder



COLOR 
YOUR WORLD 
PROFITABLE!

*statistical information courtesy of the Kline PRO database.

HAIR COLOR has long been the backbone of the salon hair 
care industry. Today there are many different facets of color 
in the professional beauty industry, and it is color-related 
products and services that are emerging as the primary 
drivers of increases in salon service revenue. 

Statistically speaking, COLOR is the single largest service category in 
professional beauty, representing 31% of total salon service revenue in 2016. 
Despite already being the largest category, hair color services continue to turn 
in substantial growth year after year via new service options and new client 
opportunities…just take a look at the men’s services that are now contributing 
to service revenue growth! 

Interestingly, within professional services, blonde shades still have the highest 
share of the category at 42%, but are not the fastest growing. That honor 
belongs to silver shades, followed by bright shades and black shades rounding 
out the top three fastest growing shades.

Growth in the color conditioners category was fueled by products related 
to color, but in two different ways:  treatments that prepare the hair for 
color transitions and products to help extend the life of the color.  Color care 
conditioners make up 16% of the category and increased by 8% over last year.*

The impact that hair color has on the professional salon industry is undeniable, 
and every indicator points to continued growth. Spring is the right time 
to color your world PROFITABLE with Eufora……  from Beautifying Elixirs 
products which feature the Eufora Vibrant Color Complex™ and our Spring 
Consumer Promotional Offers, to the Eufora Color Refresh Professional 
Service Ritual and new options in EuforaColor Toning, this season’s  
Color Your World activity will set you on the path to success.



TOP 10  
SERVICE GROWTH  
CATEGORIES*

1.MEN'S  
LIGHTENING

2.

3.

BALAYAGE/ 
HAIR PAINTING

EYELASH
SERVICES

4.

5.

SEMI- 
PERMANENT  
COLOR

BLEACH 
AND TONE

6. BEARD
SERVICES

7.

8.

BODY
TREATMENTS

MEN'S  
COLORING

9.

10.

CONDITIONING  
TREATMENTS

BRAIDING





COLOR REVIVE
SAMPLES

NEW

Today’s beauty consumer is confused! With all of the recent launches 
 of new beauty brands, the sampling trend is stronger than ever. 

According to Beauty Packaging Magazine, a leading industry resource, 
 statistics show that FREE SAMPLES are the 4th BIGGEST INFLUENCER 

 for purchasing a beauty product and 81% OF CONSUMERS said they are 
 more likely to try a product after they get a FREE SAMPLE. 

Sampling is so powerful because it can do what no other marketing strategy can…  
it can put a physical product in customers’ hands. The purpose of sampling is not 

 just to give away free samples; it’s to generate brand or product awareness, 
 convert consumers from trial to purchase, and gain new, brand loyal customers.  

Color Revive is ideal for sampling because it has a clear point of difference 
 with an instant effect. No doubt when your client tries Color Revive, 

 they will be hooked for life. 
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*For details on the limited time Revive Your Color Sampling offer, 
see the Eufora Q2 Activity Guide or contact your Eufora Salon Consultant.

By Chrystal Ashmore 
Sr. Brand Manager &  

New Product Development
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VIBRANT  
COLOR COMPLEX™

Powerful, Proven Color Protection

CHROMAVEIL
Provides maximum protection to tresses 
by preventing color degradation from 
damage by UV exposure.

BRAZIL NUT OIL 
Rich in Vitamins A and E, proven  
to provide superior color protection 
on permanent and semi-permanent 
color treated hair.

CAMELLIA SINENSIS LEAF EXTRACT 
Naturally rich in strong antioxidants that protect  
from the damaging effect of free radicals.

POLYQUATERNIUM 55 
It might not sound “pretty”, 
however Polyquat (come on 
who doesn’t like saying that) 
is an excellent conditioning 
agent that helps to prevent 
color fading from “washout” 
and oxidative stresses.

CRANBERRY OIL 
Rich in antioxidants that 
fight oxidative stresses and 
free radicals. Free radicals 
can lead to split ends, 
damage, frizz, lack luster 
and color loss.  



VIBRANT  
COLOR COMPLEX™

There is nothing worse than spending hard earned money 
on the ultimate color service only to watch it go down the 
drain – literally! 

Fading of hair color is a two-pronged problem.  The first 
problem is that when hair color is exposed to anything 
that can cause oxidation, the color molecules can shift 
and fade. Oxidation happens on a molecular level and 
is caused by the reaction of oxygen with all types of 
substances. Air, water, sun and even artificial light cause 
this reaction to occur and faded hair color is the result. 
This daily assault from the elements, especially UV 
and heat styling, creates a loss of cysteine, tryptophan, 
and melanin. UV exposure, the most damaging of all 
environmental factors, also breaks the disulfide bond 
inside the cortex causing further damage and irregular 
absorption of pigment in the coloring process.  

The second problem associated with significant hair color 
loss has to do with water.  Hair color is very water soluble. 
The surfactants in shampoos and conditioners provide a 
wetting function that brings moisture into the hair shaft 
which facilitates dye molecules sliding out during the 
rinsing process.

In addition, the level of damage in the hair is a significant 
contributor to color fadage through wash-out. Damaged 
hair is more porous which allows the dye molecules to 
leak out easily during the washing process. For example, 
bleached hair would tend to fade much faster than non-
bleached hair.  

The way to stop hair color fading is to create a 
hydrophobic antioxidant active protective barrier 
to prevent oxidation while keeping water soluble 
ingredients from penetrating into the hair shaft. Vibrant 
Color Complex™ contains oils including 18-MEA, 
Polyquaternium-55, Brazil Nut Oil, antioxidants and 
cationic conditioners to help create an antioxidant barrier, 
or wall of protection which helps to protect against 
oxidation and dye soluble invaders. 

The Eufora Vibrant Color Complex™ is guaranteed to 
provide the ultimate protection for your hair color. So, 
keep color vibrant and make your time and your client's 
investment in color pay off! 

By James Grundy 
Eufora Director of R&D

CHEMIST  
CORNER

With Vibrant Color Complex™ – innovative Eufora technology

KEEPING COLOR  
FADAGE AT BAY



Sculpture and Illuminate work together to 
immediately and completely close the cuticle, 
seal the follicle and lock in color. 

STYLE



*For details on the limited time Color Your World with BE offer, 
see the Eufora Q2 Activity Guide or contact your Eufora Salon Consultant.

Purchase BEAUTIFYING ELIXIRS Shampoos 
 and Conditioners, receive COLOR LOCK-TO-GO

BEAUTIFYING ELIXIRS formulations contain the most powerful, scientifically proven 
antioxidant and UV protection in hair care…Vibrant Color Complex™ a scientifically 

 proven technology to deliver superior hair color retention. 

What color protection regimen wouldn’t be complete without the Eufora Color 
 Locking System? Combining EuforaStyle SCULPTURE AND ILLUMINATE, 

 this dynamic duo works together to immediately and completely 
 close the cuticle, seal the follicle and lock in color. 

COLOR YOUR  
WORLD with BE 



RE-FRESH
COLOR

salon ritual

Spring inspires bright colors with a fresh attitude. This season is all about 
refreshed beauty and is the perfect time to promote the Eufora Color 
Refresh Backbar Ritual. Ideal for restoring shine and luster to color 
treated hair between salon color services, the Color Refresh Ritual can be 
customized to remove brassiness, restore rich tones or amp up vibrancy. 

Once done, recommend the best Eufora Shampoo and Conditioner  
for your guest's hair type and be sure to send them home with COLOR 
REVIVE and the Eufora COLOR LOCKING SYSTEM. Instruct your guest  
to use the Eufora COLOR LOCKING SYSTEM after every shampoo  
and COLOR REVIVE once a week to keep color vibrant all season long. 

After an invigorating shampoo and scalp massage, 
wring out excess moisture from hair. In a mixing 
bowl, combine an equal amount of COLOR ELIXIR™ 
PROFESSIONAL ADDITIVE (Step 1) and your 
chosen COLOR REVIVE Shade. Apply liberally to 
hair and work through the length. Cover with a 
plastic cap then warm towel and let penetrate  
for 10 minutes.

Rinse hair thoroughly and generously apply  
COLOR ELIXIR™ PROFESSIONAL SEALER  
(Step 2) to the hair. Leave on at least 5 minutes 
and rinse thoroughly. 

Seal refreshed color with the Eufora COLOR LOCKING SYSTEM  
(Sculpture and Illuminate) and style as desired.

2..

3..

1.
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SPRING  
COLOR TREND  

REPORT

THE PANTONE SPRING 2018 TOP COLOR PALETTE PICKS

PANTONE 14-3207
Pink Lavender
Pink Lavender is a soft  
and romantic violet rose  
that charms with its  
soothing sense of  
quiescence.

PANTONE 15-1520
Blooming Dahlia
With its seemingly  
suggestive scent, the  
subtly alluring Blooming  
Dahlia beckons us with  
its understated appeal.

PANTONE 16-5533
Arcadia
Hinting at retro yet at the  
same time modern, Arcadia  
is a cooler, cleaner take on  
green that with its tinge of  
blue undertone takes us  
into a new direction for  
the spring 2018 season.

PANTONE 18-3838
Ultra Violet
Conveying originality  
and ingenuity, the magical  
Ultra Violet is a distinctive  
and complex purple shade  
that fascinates and  
intrigues.

Color continues to be a powerhouse and a key influencer of fashion trends.  
 The PANTONE® Fashion Color Trend Report for Spring 2018 indicates that the desire  

for colorful self-expression is a key take away for Spring 2018. 

This season's color story is wildly divergent and shows a kaleidoscope of uplifting shades 
and feel-good tones. There is a feeling of optimism and confidence driving a new vitality 
into fashion trends. Untypical spring shades make for complex and original combinations. 

The Spring 2018 palette encourages a sense of fun and playful release.  
With an air of complexity and distinctiveness, we find ourselves in a sanctuary of color 

that is ideal for unique and dramatic color mixing….just check out the beautiful and varied 
desert hues in our Spring/Summer WANDERLUST Collection.

In response to our consumers continued attraction to color, salons and stylists  
MUST be armed and ready to up their color game. Clients don’t want to be limited to  

traditional highlighting or color options. They are more open than ever to color experimentation, 
and are looking to their stylists for advice on trends. It is our job to help clients create  

their own unique style statement!   

Why not kick off this spring by introducing your clients to the best of the 2018 Color Palette?

SAY HELLO to sand dunes, desert flowers and the pinky purple sky at sunset.  
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wanderlust
Embrace Self-expression

Discover a sanctuary of unexpected shapes and color. Transformational musings that 
 encourage a sense of playful self-expression. Explore new paths. Embrace the journey.

The color palette chosen breaks free from tradition. Warm variations of gold 
 supported by playful cool pastels offer an interesting juxtaposition of tones. 

 Whispers of contrasting tones work in perfect balance to create unusual harmony.

Crescent placements, inspired by desert sand dunes, provide movement 
 only seen with curved lines that replicate hair in  motion.

Whether it’s a weekend staycation or an international conquest,  
the independent woman shows up strong and stands out this season, taking 
short hair from boyish to bombshell.  Iconic lines of short cuts popular in the 

90’s re-emerge as modern and magical when embellished with soft shades of 
a desert sunrise. Shining pale pinks and blue greens in harmony with the color 

of golden sand showcase a new color application, the sand dune technique, 
which creates a surprising kaleidoscope of color as light reflects off the hair.

– DEE FORTIER, Artistic Director  





Spring brings change

and the long bob is the first stop on the 
journey from long to short(er) hair. Angled 
from the back and layered underneath the 
top layer... the cut looks seamless when 
parted naturally, but a side part makes it more 
playful, exposing unexpected shorter layers. 
An infusion of color pops create a mirage of 
desert tones. Yellow, faded green and sky blue 
emphasize the layers and gives the wearer 
options for expressing her many different 
moods.
 
– MIRZA BATANOVIC, Style Director

HAIR: MIRZA BATANOVIC,  Style Director    
PHOTOGRAPHER: Evan Duning   MAKE-UP: Brittany Anderson



and one-eyed pixies, this spring is noticeably the season of 
short hair.  Whimsical, flowing fashions juxtaposed against 
clean, fresh edged cuts implies strength, and rounded lines 
create movement. Gender fluid style reveals a girlish essence 
with crescent shaped splicing of tender sunset hues - rosy 
pink tones floating on cool bronze – all finished with a  
sensitive hand for fluidity.

– PHILIP CARREON, Creative Director

Gamine crops, short rounded bobs

HAIR: PHILIP CARREON, Creative Director    
PHOTOGRAPHER: Evan Duning   MAKE-UP: Brittany Anderson
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Introducing EuforaColor Toning Solution. This 5 Volume (1.5%) Developer has a thinner viscosity  
than EuforaColor Universal Cream Developer, giving it softer fluidity for the ideal solution to creating  
the perfect demi-permanent toner. Mixed 1:2 with any EuforaColor No Ammonia Shade, EuforaColor 
Toning Solution brings convenience to the colorist as it is thin enough to be used with an applicator  
bottle if desired. For the bowl and brush enthusiast, simply add 8 to 10 drops of COLOR CONTROL  
to thicken slightly for application ease.

When used with EuforaColor No Ammonia shades, this lower volume developer is powerful enough  
for even toning, yet gentle enough to maintain the hair strands pre-lightened tone without further 
exposing unwanted underlying pigment. 

As colorists, we know that the best tools available help us create our vision. EuforaColor now  
provides this new power tool to keep us ahead of our competition. While Universal Cream Developer 7 
Volume (2.1%) is my “go to” tool when I want to create a creamy toner formula with strong definition  
for medium to dense hair, the new Toning Solution 5 Volume (1.5%) is my latest “must have” for  
perfect bottle application, creating options for all hair types with softer results. 

LIQUID 
BLONDES
INTRODUCING EuforaColor TONING SOLUTION

TONE:
Defined in literature as a way to express the writer’s attitude toward or feelings  
about the subject matter and audience. 

Defined in music as a sound with reference to its pitch, quality, and strength. 

Defined in art to harmonize with something in terms of color.

The term tone emphasizes life, dimension and harmony. For us as colorists,  
toning can make or break our reputation as a master of our craft.

By Doug Smith 
Education Programs &  
Marketing Manager



Golden Wheat Blonde Highlights or Ice-Cold Platinum 
With Eufora Color Toning Solution Developer and No Ammonia Shades.

FORMULAS USED: 
Highlight formula: AloeLite Blue Bleaching Pods with 10 Volume Universal Cream Developer (1:2).  
COLOR ELIXIR PROFESSIONAL ADDITIVE. Applied to back-combed in foil for a natural look.

Toner 1 formula: 20g EuforaColor No Ammonia 5.0/5N, 20g EuforaColor No Ammonia 6.32/6GV, 80g Toning Solution Developer 
and 4 pumps (approximately 6g) COLOR ELIXIR™ PROFESSIONAL ADDITIVE.

Toner 2 formula: 20g EuforaColor No Ammonia 8.01/8NA, 20g EuforaColor No Ammonia 10.3/10G, 80g Toning Solution Developer 
and 4 pumps (approximately 6g) COLOR ELIXIR™ PROFESSIONAL ADDITIVE.

Toner 3 formula: 30g EuforaColor No Ammonia 10.3/10G, 60g Toning Solution Developer and 3 pumps (approximately 4.5g)  
COLOR ELIXIR™ PROFESSIONAL ADDITIVE

GOLDEN WHEAT BLONDE HIGHLIGHTS

Highlight hair as desired
Rinse and gently shampoo 
(do not condition).

1.

Towel dry hair and mist evenly 
with Fortifi Keratin Repair and comb 
through to balance porosity.

2.

Apply Toner 1 at base 
and smudge toward mids with thumb.

3.

Apply Toner 2 through mids 
and blend with base formula 
between fingers. Apply Toner 3 to 
ends blend between fingers with 
mids and process up to 20 minutes. 
Rinse thoroughly and seal with 
COLOR ELIXIR™ PROFESSIONAL 
SEALER. Style as desired.

4.

Natural Level 6 virgin hair (highlights from the sun).
Before: 

After



ICE-COLD PLATINUM

FORMULAS USED: 
Pre-lightening formula: AloeLite Cream Lightener with 20 Volume Universal Cream Developer (1:2).  

COLOR ELIXIR™ PROFESSIONAL ADDITIVE

Pre-treat hair with COLOR PREP SPRAY 1.

Pre-lighten hair to level 10  
with EuforaColor Lightener of choice. Rinse 

and gently shampoo (do not condition).

2.

Towel dry hair then mist  
evenly with Fortifi Keratin Repair and 

comb through to balance porosity. 

3.

Apply Toner at base  
and comb through mids and ends. Process up to 

20 minutes. Rinse thoroughly and seal with COLOR 
ELIXIR™ PROFESSIONAL SEALER. Style as desired.

4.

Natural Level 4 with previously lightened ends.
Before: 

After

HAIR: MIRZA BATANOVIC, Style Director  • JOANNE REMPEL, Color Development Manager 
PHOTOGRAPHER: Nick Milo   

MAKE-UP: Elle B
DIRECTOR: Doug Smith, Education Programs & Marketing Manager

*For details on the limited time  EuforaColor Toning Solution Intro Offer,  
see the Eufora Q2 Activity Guide or contact your Eufora Salon Consultant.
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PERFECT FOR HIM
WHAT DO MEN WANT?

• Color that looks youthful and natural 
• Color that doesn’t fade warm
• Color that grows out unnoticed
• Color services that are quick and painless

Grant his wish this Father’s Day with a Gift of Great Color! EuforaColor has a palette of Intense Ash and 
Natural Ash shades designed with HIM in mind.  AND, EufoaColor offers flexibility in coverage simply by 
adjusting mix ratio, processing time and developer. EuforaColor No Ammonia shades deposit full, rich tone.  
Minimal lift during processing means less underlying pigment exposure.  Less underlying pigment exposure 
means colors won’t “warm up” as they naturally fade.

• EuforaColor .11/AA No Ammonia Intense Ash Shades are ideal for grey blending or complete grey coverage
• EuforaColor .01/NA No Ammonia Natural Ash Shades are perfect for natural coolness at any level
 
You can Up His Grooming Game by offering unique Father’s Day Gift Certificates to promote seasonal  
service specials and e-communicating to existing clients about men’s color options.

PRE-CLEANSE
1. Gently wash hair with Eufora HERO for MenTM Complete Shampoo.
2. Towel dry hair in preparation for color application.

STEP-BY-STEP GUIDANCE

MIXING COLOR
1. Measure color according to desired result (Permanent, Demi-Permanent, Color Glossing).
2. Add 1 pump (approximately 1.5 grams) of COLOR ELIXIRTM PROFESSIONAL ADDITIVE (Step 1)  

for every 30 grams of mixed color fomula.

C
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DEMI-PERMANENT OR GREY BLENDING
1. Mix color according to MIX RATIO & TIMING GUIDE. Evenly apply color onto a comb.
2. Starting at the front temple area, evenly comb color through sides.
3. “Re-load” comb with color for each section and comb through the top of head where blending is needed. Process for 10 minutes.
4. Wash hair with Eufora HERO for MenTM Complete Shampoo and apply 3 to 5 pumps COLOR ELIXIRTM PROFESSIONAL SEALER  

(Step 2) and work through hair. Let sit for 7-10 minutes. Rinse thoroughly and style as desired.

PERMANENT COVERAGE
1. Mix color according to MIX RATIO & TIMING GUIDE. Start at sideburn and, using a small applicator, apply color to temple 

and sideburn area (avoiding skin).
2. Apply remaining color with a larger applicator to reduce application time. Process for 20 minutes.
3. Wash hair with Eufora HERO for MenTM Complete Shampoo and apply 3 to 5 pumps COLOR ELIXIRTM PROFESSIONAL 

SEALER (Step 2) and work through hair. Let sit for 7-10 minutes. Rinse thoroughly and style as desired.



ON SET WITH  
DANA CASCHETTA 

A multi-talented Eufora National Trainer, session stylist, Top 30 Under 30 Colorists award recipient and NAHA 
competitor! We caught up with Dana as she was prepping for her next NAHA shoot, taking time to perfect her 
competition work in between time behind the chair and on the road training for Eufora.  

Q. What fuels your career fire?  I have an ongoing drive to educate myself, so that I can help educate others.  I want to be able to 
inspire my guests, and also want to share my passion and inspiration out on the road as a Eufora National Trainer.  These roles require 
that I keep challenging myself to grow to the next level, so I am constantly exploring and looking for new ways to contribute.  

Q. What inspired you to create your first NAHA Collection? I was always intrigued by NAHA because it is one of the largest 
competitions for hairstylists in the United States.  Unlike live competitions, photo competitions give you something finite to hang  
on to!  You will always have the images you created, and those photos have a story to tell.  Win or lose, your NAHA collection  
shoots act as “in your face” evidence of technical and creative growth.

Q. What is your GO TO product on set? DETAILS dry spray wax is one of my go to products on set because of its versatility. Using it 
as a styling tool on dry, or even wet hair gives me control with a workable hold to add texture, movement, and smooth out edges in 
the hair. Using it as a finishing product once the look is mostly set allows me to detail (pun intended) fly-aways, tame frizz, and add 
shine with hold. 
 
Love, love, love the fact that DETAILS can be used to hold a look with super shine, texture and pliable movement, or to help expand 
any style. AND, unlike other spray waxes, DETAILS isn’t tacky or sticky and does not leave a buildup on the hair, so it can easily be  
broken down for those quick on set style changes!

Be sure to follow the next NAHA competition – Finalists will be announced on April 29th.   
We wish Dana, and all of our Eufora Nation competitors, endless inspiration and an award-winning year! 
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Details™  dry spray wax



Please visit www.eufora.net for additional dates, course descriptions and registration information.
*Dates subject to change. Please do not book travel until you are registered & confirmed with Eufora HQ.
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ADVANCED  
BLONDING  
FORMULATION

Conquer blonding with confidence and skill in this comprehensive course. Master all aspects of blonding 
including the principles of creating natural warm, cool and red blondes

•  Master single and double process and high lift blondes. 
•  Learn to formulate and execute the most difficult blonding requests.
•  Course includes theory, demonstration and hands-on instruction.

Course Dates & Locations:

April 8-11, 2018  EUFORA CALIFORNIA ACADEMY LOCATION
May 6-8, 2018  ATLANTA, GA ACADEMY SATELLITE LOCATION
November 5-7, 2018 TORONTO, CANADA ACADEMY SATELLITE LOCATIONH
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EUFORA CALIFORNIA LOCATION

ADVANCED EDUCATION NEAR YOU!

April 8-10  Advanced Blonding Formulation - SOLD OUT (wait list available)

May 6-8  NEW! Editorial Session Styling - SOLD OUT (wait list available)

June 3-5  Advanced Image Crafting
July 22-24  NEW! Advanced Color Placement and Techniques
August 26-28 Master Styling and Finishing
September 16-18 Foundations Level II
Sept 30 - Oct 2 NEW! Advanced Long Haircutting
October 21-23 NEW! Creative Design
November 4-6 NEW DATES! VIA Haircutting System Level II

April 8-10  Master Styling & Finishing – Louisville, Kentucky

April 29-May 1 Advanced Image Crafting – Long Island, New York

May 6-8  Advanced Blonding Formulation – Atlanta, Georgia

May 6-8  Foundations Level I – Toronto, Ontario

June 3-5  VIA Haircutting System Level I – Toronto, Ontario

June 10-12  Advanced Image Crafting – Toronto, Ontario

June 10-12  Advanced Texture Cutting and Finishing – West Palm Beach, Florida

June 10-12  Advanced Color Placement and Techniques – Long Island, New York

August 19-21  Foundations Level I – Atlanta, Georgia

August 26-28 Advanced Color Placement and Techniques – West Palm Beach, Florida

September 16-18 VIA Haircutting System Level I – Long Island, New York

October 14-16 NEW! Advanced Long Haircutting – Long Island, NY

October 21-23 Foundations Level II – Toronto, Ontario

October 28-30 Salon Coordinator Success – Long Island, NY

October 28-30 VIA Haircutting System Level I – Louisville, Kentucky

November 4-6  Foundations Level I – Long Island, New York

November 5-7 Advanced Blonding Formulation  – Toronto, Ontario

SATELLITE ACADEMY LOCATIONS 

Eufora Salon Specialist and Eufora Salon Owners Network (ESON) Updates
Confirm dates and locations with your local Distributor 
April 2018 
July 2018 

October 2018

Please visit www.eufora.net for additional dates, course descriptions and registration information.
*Dates subject to change. Please do not book travel until you are registered & confirmed with Eufora HQ.

The Eufora Advanced Training Academy offers a portfolio of diverse technical, business and creative courses that give stylists the  
power to design and create whatever they can envision. Passionately created at the Eufora International Headquarters, in Vista, CA,  

the Advanced Training Academy has expanded to five satellite locations across North America. These new locations provide 
 easy access to the most advanced training available in today’s highly competitive industry.

New satellite locations include: Atlanta, Georgia • Long Island, New York • Louisville, Kentucky • West Palm Beach, Florida • Toronto, Canada
 

Of course, registration is easy. Log on to the Education portion of the Salon Professional page at eufora.net to download a registration form,  
or contact our education department directly at 800.638.3672. 

See you at the Eufora Advanced Training Academy!

2 0 1 8  E D U C A T I O N  &  E V E N T S



PERFECT FOR HIM
On the Go Grooming for Grooms, Dads and Grads.

Available in salons May 2018
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As a salon professional, posting your best work on social media is about a lot more than just sharing hair 
inspiration. The demand is growing for quality content to be posted every day, and spontaneous in the  
moment broadcasts are creating an expectation for constant engagement. In order to keep up, salons have  
got to develop a constant readiness to share daily work and react to comments (good and bad) - as replies  
are expected in 24 hours max.

This fast-paced flow of digital media has an upside for those who participate, which is that the marketplace 
is going through an online shopping & booking revolution. Every new social post is an opportunity to boost 
your clientele. Customers are using mobile devices to compare services, find nearby locations, review stylists 
portfolios, and most importantly - book appointments… Whatever you can do to facilitating these needs  
will streamline daily workload, as well as increase profits.

OUR DIGITAL WORLD.2 By Danielle Rauto 
Digital Media Editor

Mobile Availability & the 24/7 news cycle

- Amanda Bowen @FormulaBlonde

Our Featured Influencer for this quarter is Amanda Bowen, Co-Owner of Tribe Salon & 
Spa in Roseville, CA. Amanda is a natural hair color enthusiast that enhances her client’s 
color story with vibrancy, light and dimension. Not only does the quality of her work  
speak for itself, but she also does a fabulous job of creating dynamic posts that engage  
her followers through personal insight & storytelling. 

** Become a Eufora Social Team Influencer: Hashtag #euforapro in your social images. 



April is Child Abuse Prevention month, and Eufora is honored to once again be supporting  
Childhelp®  in this worthy cause.
 
Over a decade ago, the Bewley family made a commitment to serve the Childhelp® organization,  
and since that time Eufora has contributed over $1 million dollars to the fight against child abuse.   
In 2017, over 200,000 children’s lives were impacted by the aid of Childhelp® and the Eufora Nation  
is part of the community that made it happen. 
 
This year Eufora makes it simple for our salons to support Childhelp®.  When you stock your  
shelves with the Aloetherapy Childhelp® Fundraiser Kit, proceeds from your purchase are  
automatically donated directly to Childhelp®. 

HELP FIGHT CHILD ABUSE

*For details on the limited time Childhelp® Fundraiser Kit offer, 
see the Eufora Q2 Activity Guide or contact your Eufora Salon Consultant.



BLOW OUTS FOR A CAUSE!

SO
C
IA
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April is National Child Abuse Awareness month and Eufora Headquarters will be hosting the 3rd Annual  
Ladies Night Blow Outs for a Cause on Friday, April 20th 2018. 

Eufora encourages all salons to also host their own event to benefit Childhelp during the month of April.   
If you would like to host an event in your salon, we have created a step by step guide to help you plan and execute.  
Salons can download directly from the Partner Salon Site. Also available on the Partner Salon Site are digital assets  
to equip your salon with invites, flyers and other marketing tools that can be easily printed on demand.

If you would like more information on hosting Blow Outs for a Cause in your community contact Jessica Migdal  
jessicam@eufora.net.

Together WE can make a difference! 



WHAT MEN WANT

• Easy style
• A smooth shave

• Fuller, thicker, healthier looking hair
• A little pampering

• A lot of head turning

GRANT HIS WISH THIS FATHER’S DAY
With a Gift Just For Him!


